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Aims

Provide students with experience in the application of KMC for simulation
of organic and perovskite cells, and to develop their ability in adapting and
running codes written in Python. Topics covered are

• 1-dimensional model of diffusion to justify stochastic modelling with
the Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm.

• 3D model of organic PVs looking at the effect of Gaussian disorder,
different morphologies and the traps upon current-voltage character-
istics.

Programming

Programs are written in Python, a high-level, general-purpose, interpreted,
dynamic programming language. Its syntax allows programmers to employ
fewer lines of code than would be possible in languages such as C++ or
Java. Python is chosen because it has already been used in the Sheffield
and Southampton modules and experience in the use of complex codes is
likely to be helpful in the PhD research and future jobs. The codes are
designed to be run on any laptop. Our intention is that you can use the
codes for your research if needed.

The one-dimensional model requires some modification in order to get
you accustomed to modifying existing code. The three-dimensional model
is more complex (although it runs on the same principle) and is designed to
allow direct investigation of PV characteristics.
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Good Programming Practice

• Keep your code tidy and readable. It is a good idea to use a consistent
format, along with variable names that are informative.

• Use comments in your code to indicate what individual sections do,
and especially if you do anything complicated or unusual. This will
allow you to quickly understand what you were thinking when you
wrote the code, or allow another to use your code.

• Avoid long and complicated sections of code, by breaking it down into
short functions. This makes code clearer to read, makes it easier to
avoid introducing accidental errors, and makes it easier to locate bugs
that do occur (and they will).

• Develop code in phases, testing and debugging at each stage before
moving on. It is much harder to get a large section of new coding to
work properly than a short one.

• Regularly save working versions of your code in case you make changes
that cause it to fail.

• Remember that if your program outputs to files running the program
again will overwrite the previous data. You can either rename the
output files for each run or modify the program to do it for you.

Report Requirements

The purpose of these reports is to allow you and those running the course
to assess what you have learnt about the topics you have covered, and your
ability to generate and analyse numerical data with sufficient programming
skills to understand and adapt the codes provided. Your report must be
uploaded to the CDT-PV website or emailed to a.b.walker@bath.ac.uk by
1315 Tuesday 8 March to pass this course. Feedback on your reports will be
given by 1415 Friday 11 March.

Start with a brief description of each topic, at a level appropriate to
a scientist who is unfamiliar with the topic. Describe your quantitative
investigations from the exercise sheet. In your report explain and justify
what you have done. A valid justification could include limitations on your
time and the time for the code to run. Suggestions on how the simulation
could be improved or extended are also welcome. The report should be
about 1-2 pages but there are no strict length requirements.
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